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Introduction

The aim of this paper is to determine how agricultural derivative instruments 
could affect trading companies’ economic decisions in Poland.

There are three different types of companies in the market and three differentiated 
approaches to economic existence but relying on the same demand and supply mar-
ket mechanism. Importers, producers and trading companies are participating in the 
supply and demand continuous game that by output generates fluctuation of the price. 
Once gives a profitable and prosperous season if forecasted correctly, another time 
due to disadvantageous trend of price, their activity may be driven to the bankruptcy 
in the very near future. For most of them, cash market operations are only means of 
securing transactions, however, it limits overall trading to spot or maximum quarterly 
contracts. Here, hedging is restricted to specifying price of product.

For the companies and producers well developed and aware and socially re-
sponsible in terms of business contract, it is a binding agreement to fulfill the terms, 
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for others it is not that ethically obvious and honestly approved. When taking under 
consideration that there are over 5,000 premises and approximately 200 feed factories 
with trading companies in Poland, one could assume low probability of purchasing 
the product and later on retrieving it.

1. Bases on agricultural derivatives in Poland

Derivatives on Polish agricultural market are present broadly since 2002, how- 
ever initial indexation and presence on GPW was in 1999 [Ustawa z dnia 26 paździer-
nika 2000 r. o giełdach towarowych]. No matter the dates, however, they were input 
into financial system quite recently. From this point, general conclusion is that the 
knowledge of mechanisms driving the system is insignificant. Amongst CFO’s, there 
is a conviction of great deal of risk exposure when utilizing them. Such outcome is 
a result of weak orientation on forward markets and missing completely the truth of 
derivative instruments. The truth is that they are exclusive instruments of minimizing 
the risk. Nevertheless, the effective utilization is strictly connected with manager’s 
portion of adequate knowledge and experience. Therefore, essential solution leads to 
increase of knowledge describing advantages of derivative instruments for companies 
with various exposure to risk.

Price fluctuation seems to be crucial difficulty to manage for the both sides of 
agricultural contract. It is not a problem to actually get contracted product when, for 
instance, trading company or a mill contracted wheat as much as they could at the 
price of PLN 900 and in the future prices declined to PLN 500 – the producer will 
push with deliveries and almost certainly with use contracted +5% of contracted 
amount. On the contrary, when PLN 900 contracted becomes lower from the present 
market value for about PLN 100–200, there could be a doubly chance to have your 
wheat delivered. Farmers or producers are ready to do anything to jump out of the 
contract, i.e. to subtract -5% of signed amount, to pay any sanctions if a buyer sets 
up a trial. Such practices were exercised in years when prices of agriculture goods 
rallied up – colloquially called “default years”. By a default we understand that one 
of the parties did not accomplish their part and it became most probable that the 
resolution would end up in court. This sanction, the value of which is usually set 
for 10% of contract value, is still less expensive than the loss caused by the changes 
in price on the market. Thus, some sellers, by quick reevaluation of profit and loss, 
decide to break an agreement.

Having the honest counterpart found and verified, cash market can offer some 
more for the buyers and sellers. One flat price for new crop of harvest or even old 
one but with significantly delayed deliveries is great mean to hedge the price level 
of contracted goods. For all agreements of unsure traders, a new idea of the price 
was introduced – prices based on formulas. Formulas are negotiable to some extent. 
However, base is frequently the same – base of the price for agricultural products 
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are Matiff and CBOT future contracts, choosen adequately to delivery dates. This 
solution divides the risk between the both sides of contract, nevertheless, none part 
is secured from price fluctuations – the flat price is much better obviously, but fa-
cilitates uncertainty of deliveries. New crop harvest formulas tend to be calculated 
a few Euros or Dollars below the selected contract. However, this year, due to harsh 
and prolonged cold weather, new crop is quoted even higher than old one (above 
the Matiff contract up to EUR 10).

Neither the flat price, nor formula prices follow exactly the prices in all countries. 
In contradiction to currencies where all values are consistent amongst the brokers, 
banks and market makers, in commodity market, each country can have different 
formula price according to Matiff or CBOT quotations. Supply and demand situa-
tion in various countries is different, thus import and export of goods from one to 
another country is leading to variations of prices. The more demand a country shows 
for wheat, it is paying/quoting higher that countries that have enough of the product 
[Dorsey et al., 2007, p. 154]. Each year such situations are vivid. For instance, last 
year Germany started quoting new crop higher than neighbor countries by 10 Euros 
(Matiff +8 Euros) after report of new crop in Germany stated less new crop than 
was awaited. Much of wheat from Poland was exported in new crop months, from 
July to October, and after another quarter was retrieved by Polish companies back 
to Poland. During the import to Poland, prices in Poland were higher by 7 Euros 
(Matiff +6 Euros).

These companies that bought future crop on formula should carefully analyze 
market situation and try to forecast whether their country is going to be an exporter 
or importer in the season [Dunsby et al., 2008, p. 109]. When they bought the goods 
with formula below the Matiff and their country appeared to be an importer, they 
would have a free margin from the sale of goods, otherwise if the country was ex-
porting more goods to others, they would suffer a loss. Commonly the fluctuation 
of the nation price to Matiff is called premium. Premiums on agricultural goods are 
moving from -70 Euros to +70 Euros depending on the good and the year.

When cash market is limited with the opportunities, other solutions may be of 
better value. Nowadays, financial markets are trying to raise and bear the risk within 
its instruments on the commodity market. The situation described by an agricultural 
business entity is to present tendencies and trends in financial risk-securing methods. 
It allows to observe how derivative instruments evolve and satisfy hedging needs.

2. Incorporation of derivative instruments in grain trading company

Processing and grain trading enterprise Ziarnpol Ltd. is present on Polish market 
since 1998. Ziarnpol Ltd. had an idea to start securing their stock price and con-
tracts leading into the future. The company had no knowledge and experience in 
putting the idea into the practice, therefore, what they could do, was to sign some 
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forward contracts as some proper method of securing their risk. In case of rapeseed 
grains, volume of hedged good constituted around 40–50% of purchased and later 
on traded goods.

In order to keep positions on the right side of market, constant reevaluation of 
net position is required. Some contracts will demand long positions, other short, and 
it is not permitted by common sense to keep two opposite positions, therefore they 
are summed to absolute value. Based on selection of goods with higher and lower 
premium value to the exchange trading of goods will have to eliminate positive 
premium so as to prevent from minor place for loose. All hedging will depend on 
derivatives, one kind or their combination according to demands of the situation 
[Frost, 1994, p. 30].

Currencies may be secured either in bank or on exchange that offers interesting 
currency cross pair. For Polish companies that operate originally in PLN, each 
pair is most volatile in banks which are standing as market makers. For Ziarnpol 
Ltd., it is recommended trading in EUR/PLN on e-WGT Exchange in Warsaw 
that offers interesting derivatives – future and options, additionally involving less 
operational costs.

Commodity derivatives are not present in Poland. The closest volatile exchange 
is EURONEXT Paris (Matiff), reachable in one of London’s brokers. First hedging 
is required for deposit which usually is in foreign currency and must fill in initial 
margin required for opening contracts and later variable margin to hold position 
in case of negative evaluation of the position. For an example of hedging, there is 
a typical transaction of purchasing and selling wheat for Ziarnpol Ltd. Presented 
method will include a mix of all accessible derivative instruments, required deposits 
and a total cost of operation.

Ziarnpol Ltd. sold a global amount of 12,000 tons of wheat that will be deliv-
ered each month by 1,000 tons to another Polish company. The price granted is 
PLN 862 for the whole period. As Ziarnpol Ltd. does not possess that amount of 
wheat at the time, risk of retrieving wheat for higher price is moderately probable. 
Quick calculation of crediting and storing wheat in Ziarnpol Ltd. bins shows that 
monthly such operations in total give PLN 10 per ton. With today’s price of PLN 
852 for such product, after 11 month with crediting and storing costs, the final price 
would be PLN 962. Such end price is by PLN 100 too high for contracted price, 
even mean value is PLN 907, and this is still PLN 45 too high. Multiplying 12,000 
tons by PLN brings PLN 10,880,000.00 whereas contracted total value equals PLN 
10,344,000. The difference is PLN 536,000. This might be the loss for Ziarnpol 
Ltd. if they hadn’t the chance to purchase 12,000 tons of wheat in the first month 
of signed agreement.

Table 1 presented the data described above. What is most interesting, the initial 
price for Ziarnpol Ltd. to start with purchases on terms of storing and crediting 
the stock is PLN 852. This price is (PLN 907–862) PLN 45 below present market 
price level for wheat.
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Table 1a. Contract value calculations

Months I II III IV V VI
Wheat needed 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
Wheat price calculated [PLN] 892 902 912 922 932 942
Wheat quantity contracted 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wheat price contracted
[PLN] 862 862 862 862 862 862

Wheat hedged – Matif 0 0 0 0 0 0
Price hedged – Matif – – – – – –
€/PLN – – – – – –
Difference between price contracted 
and stored [PLN] 30 40 50 60 70 80

P/L on price difference total-thousand -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80
Short/long -1,000 -1,000 -1,000 -1,000 -1,000 -1,000

Source: own study.

Table 1b. Contract value calculations

Months VII VIII IX X XI XII Ʃ
Wheat needed 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 12,000
Wheat price calculated [PLN] 952 962 852 862 872 882 907
Wheat quantity contracted 0 0 1,000 0 0 0 1,000
Wheat price contracted [PLN] 862 862 862 862 862 862 862
Wheat hedged – Matif 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Price hedged – Matif – – – – – – –
€/PLN – – – – – – –
Difference between price 
contracted and stored [PLN] 90 100 -10 0 10 20 45

P/L on price difference  
total-thousand -90 -100 10 0 -10 -20 -540

Short/long -1,000 -1,000 0 -1,000 -1,000 -1,000 -11,000

Source: own study.

Concluding, one shall offer price of PLN 907 for annual deliveries, but it may 
be not be attractive for the buyer who possibly would check other offers under 900 
PLN level.

With hedging, one calculates initially demand for the deposit depending on the 
strategy [Rogers, 2004, p. 72]. On commodities for quick execution, one is going 
to open positions with future contracts. One contract on Matiff is 50 tons of wheat. 
Deposit for one contract is EUR 1,400, which constitutes EUR 28 per ton. Ziarnpol 
Ltd. at the moment of signing the agreement, observed wheat at average price on 
EUR 198 what on present EUR/PLN exchange rate of 4.30 gives PLN 851.4. Deposit 
poses 15% of 50 ton contract exposition value. For total amount to be hedged, it is 
needed to buy 240 contracts, 20 per month. Global deposit for all contracts requires 
EUR 336,000 or over PLN 1,000,000. Such amount, if not taken from the company, 
obviously will be lent from bank that would offer buyers credit on 6.25% interest 
rate. Bank’s interest rates entirely will cost company PLN 7,700 after one year or 
PLN 0.06 per ton of wheat, which is a pretty low price for security.
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The last expenditure as for having hedged positions appears broker’s commission 
to open and close position. Varying cost depending on broker, amount of contracts 
traded per months and exchange, it can be 3 USD per side per contract what in round 
turn gives USD 6 or EUR 4.25 for both opening and closing position. Per ton round 
turn oscillates between PLN 0.70 and 0.80. Supposing it is 0.78 PLN at the moment, 
it would finally equal PLN 9,181. Table 2 visualizes how much is added to the price 
from the original one traded on the exchange. Usually values are minor to the final 
offer what is facilitating hedging.

Table 2. Setting up position on Matiff and calculation of hedging operational costs (Volu-
me 1000 monthly, €/PLN rate 4.3000, Number of contracts 20 monthly)

Months Dep. MIR 
[in 1000 €]

Round 
turn  

[in €]

Value of 
position  

[in 1000 €]

Dep. 
Cost  
[in €]

Dep. 
cost/t 
[in €]

Round/t 
[in €]

Matiff  
[in PLN]

Price  
[in €]

Price  
[in PLN]

I 28 174.55 336 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
II 28 174.55 308 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
III 28 174.55 280 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
IV 28 174.55 252 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
V 28 174.55 224 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
VI 28 174.55 196 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
VII 28 174.55 168 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
VIII 28 174.55 140 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
IX 28 174.55 112 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
X 28 174.55 84 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
XI 28 174.55 56 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
XII 28 174.55 28 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48
Ʃ 336 2094.55 – 0.01 0.18 196 851.40 196.25 852.48

Source: own study.

Final price that can be hedged by placing orders on Matiff is EUR 196.25 and 
with secured currency exchange rate of EUR to PLN gives us ultimate price of PLN 
853, extra nearly PLN 9 per ton of margin for Ziarnpol Ltd.

4. Comparison of non-hedged and hedged with derivative instruments applied by 
Ziarnpol Ltd.

Contract signed by Ziarnpol Ltd. is one of many that can lead company to bank-
ruptcy or prosperity. Without hedging, outcome is only the streak of luck. Hedging is 
limiting the hazard of bankruptcy and if properly introduced, can increase the margin.

Contracted 12,000 tons of milling wheat with mean value of PLN 862 is PLN 
45 from the value that can be realistically found in the market. Willing to buy entire 
amount in one month is quite a challenge due to export that usually appears in harvest 
time in Poland. Such situation pushes the price up what brings vague assumption 
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whether contracted price can be met. Nonetheless, if all wheat is bought in one month 
PLN 907 is real mean value for annual contract.

The table 3 vividly shows how finances of contract behave when market change 
it price. It is limited to one exchange rate value of EUR/PLN. As mentioned before 
the change by 0,0100 of currency varies contracted value by 23 520 PLN.

Table 3. No hedging versus hedging. Net value of positions

Input price Matiff price
Value € 196 € 203 € 215 € 180 € 176

€/PLN 4.3 PLN 842.80 PLN 872.90 PLN 924.50 PLN 774 PLN 756.8 PLN
SCENARIO I [THOUSAND PLN]

No hedging 
contracted 12 10,113.6 10,474.8 11,094 9,288 9,081.6

Price 0.862 10,344 10,344 10,344 10,344 10,344
Balance physical 12 10,113.6 10,474.8 11,094 9,288 9,081.6

Balance financial 12 – – – – –

Net value – 23.04 -130.8 -750 1,056 1,262.4
SCENARIO II [ THOUSAND PLN]

Hedging contracted 12 10,113.6
10,474.8

11,094 9,288 9,081.6

Price 0.862 10,344 10,344 10,344 10,344 10,344
Balance Physical 12 10,113.6 10,474.8 11,094 9,288 9,081.6

Balance financial 12 – 130.8 750 -1,056 -1,262.4

Net value – 230,4 – – – –

Source: own study.

One Euro of Matiff price difference costs Ziarnpol Ltd. potentially PLN 51,600. 
This is the exposure that company takes on their shoulder if they are not securing 
themselves in this contract.

There is no doubt of the fact that hedging is essential for well-being of com-
pany’s stable financial condition. Ziarnpol Ltd. being at the very beginning of this 
venue tried some market tools in order to try how it works. None of serious big 
scale undergoing was triggered so far. Show cased calculations for president were 
quite a surprise how derivatives and currencies can influence the final result. The 
company was aware of the extent of loss or profit but lived in assumption that taking 
and managing positions on the exchange, increases much of effort and another costs. 
Calculations proved it wrong and have opened thinking for new way of ruling the 
business. With hedging and more importantly combination of currency and commod-
ity positioning, company can function effortlessly and eventually gain some extra 
income from measured thinking.
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Conclusions

Case study accounted in Ziarnpol Ltd. has showed real life situation and presented 
how calculations that are actually introduced. Based on the evaluation, company 
can try to select the instrument most suitable for the assignment and compare it to 
non-hedged situation which does not look well when market is opposite to presumed 
scenario. Future and options are cited and their parameters were adduced along with 
their outcome. In this sole example, risk was limited nearly entirely, the minimal slip-
page on EUR/PLN exchange by 2 Grosz is the only minor risk, though risk is in total 
minimized by over 90% in comparison to the potential loss from not securing at all.

As mentioned, comprising transactions on derivative market in Poland is ob-
served as relatively very risky. The key reasons are media that are apt to confirm 
myth every time there is a drastic change on financial markets that utilized derivative 
instruments. Nonetheless, reality is quite the opposite; approved reason is faulty, 
inappropriate and unskillful application of securities with overrated speculations 
with derivatives. Alternatively, problematic may be the lack of control of transac-
tion administrators; as an instance of Barrings Bank’s employee that solely led to 
bankruptcy after a series of faulty transactions [Winiecki, 2010].

Having the view of Polish commodity markets and lack of financial knowledge 
of managers, one can conclude that most business entities and within even more 
agricultural producers are mostly unprepared and unaware of derivative instrument. 
But still developing financial consciousness of derivative market among CFOs bodes 
positively for the future.

Results are very promising and boding secured future for company. So far, 
contract is being realized, margin is kept constant and appetite of company’s repre-
sentative for other solutions opened.
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Instrumenty pochodne stosowane na rynku rolnym w Polsce

Celem badań, których wyniki zostały przedstawione w pracy, było określenie, jaki wpływ mają 
zastosowane instrumenty pochodne na wyniki finansowe przedsiębiorstwa handlowego w obrocie zbo-
żem. Artykuł składa się z dwóch części. W pierwszej przybliżono zagadnienia dotyczące wykorzystania 
instrumentów pochodnych na rynku rolnym w Polsce. Druga część zawiera wyniki badań dotyczących 
możliwości wykorzystania zabezpieczenia ceny transakcji w handlu zbożem.

Derivative Instruments Dedicated for Agriculture Commodity Entities in Poland

The aim of the research, the results of which are presented in this paper, was to determine how agricul-
tural derivatives imply financial results of the company dealing with wheat trading. The article consists of 
two parts. The first one presents possibility for applying agricultural derivatives in Poland. The second part 
contains the results of the research demonstrating the impact of agricultural derivatives on price hedging 
in the course of wheat trading based on chosen company.
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